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H o m e  R e f e r e n c e

Over the last seven decades, Farrow & Ball has built

a remarkable reputation as the leader in luxury

paint and wallpaper, catering to top designers and

discerning homeowners who seek only the finest

quality products to adorn their walls. Offering a

unique color palette, stunning depth of color, great

coverage and a wide choice of finishes, Farrow &

Ball products are found in many of the world’s

most exclusive properties.  

Author Brian Coleman hosts a tour of cottages,

castles, lofts and beyond that illustrates how paint

and wallpaper are paramount to a room’s overall

design and feel. Visually stunning interiors, inspiring

color schemes, and an abundance of design ideas

reveal how to choose finishes and colors and build

cohesive, stylish rooms by using furnishings and

fabrics that blend with and accent the walls.

Travel across the continent from Miami to

Maine, Canada to California, visiting a wide selection

of extraordinary and inspired interiors. From a

classically furnished pre-war Manhattan apartment

to a postmodern glass and concrete home in

Toronto, see how top interior designers are taking

color to a new level of art, and catch an exciting

glimpse of why Farrow & Ball colors are the palette

of choice for today’s designers. 

BRIAN D. COLEMAN,

M.D., is a practicing 

psychiatrist in Seattle,

Washington. Also an

old-house enthusiast, he

has grown his love for

historic restoration into an active second career. He

is the West Coast editor for Old House Interiors and

has written numerous articles on historic home

design for magazines ranging from Old House Journal to

Period Living in the U.K. Brian is the author of

Scalamandré, Window Dressings, Historic Arts and Crafts

Homes, and Cottages, among other home design books.

He divides his time between New York and Seattle.

EDWARD ADDEO is a New York–based 

photographer whose work has appeared in Vogue,

House Beautiful, and the

New York Times magazine,

among other publications.

He has also photographed 

several books, including

Cherished Objects and The Art of the Party. He lives with

his family in New York.
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Chester, the owners’ golden Lab, enjoys the cool Quebec limestone

floors. Spaces throughout the home were kept as open as possible. The

dining room flows into the central atrium and entry foyer beyond and is

centered on a custom cherry dining room table lit by Flos overhead

hanging lamps. Walls are painted in “Pointing.”

 



The central rotunda rises three stories

and is based on an Adam dining room

half-dome at Kedleston Hall in 

England. Bedrooms on the second and

third floors open off the double stair-

ways. Walls are painted warm “Ointment

Pink,” and the hall and dome ceilings

finished in “Parma Gray” for an elegant,

neoclassical contrast. Ornamentation

and woodwork are painted neutral

“Blackened” in an oil eggshell finish for a

sophisticated glow, facing.  V The living

room ceiling in “Parma Gray” is reflected

in the mirrored coffee table, below. 

ABEJEROME
NEOCLASSICISMIN
BROOKLYN

“

A B E  J E R O M E didn’t start out as an architect and

interior designer. Rather, he began as a landscape

designer in the New York metropolitan area. He dis-

covered, however, that the most enjoyable aspect of

his work was integrating his horticultural designs

with interiors, and it wasn’t long before he turned his

attention indoors. He began designing homes,

emphasizing the relationships of rooms to each

other and to the garden, providing a single vision

and cohesiveness of design that ensured his contin-

ued success. When the owners of this home—a

young couple with children—approached Abe, all

they had was two empty lots. They explained that

they wanted a beautiful residence with historic ref-

erences but nothing standoffish, something their

children could enjoy. And so, Abe began from the

ground up what was to be a six-year project.

The owners wanted the house to be livable, with

rooms that were not too large and easily accessible. In

response, Abe designed a large entry foyer painted in

inviting “Ointment Pink” as the heart of the home,

with a double curving staircase and a three-story

rotunda. As this took up a large percentage of the

home, he then made the remainder of the rooms

smaller, on a more human scale. Abe had long been

enamored of Robert Adam and neoclassical design.

2 F A R R O W &  B A L L



A  Bagues wall sconce in the living room

sparkles against the rich yellow walls painted in

“Babouche,” above left.  V Vintage Fortuny fabric

shades on an eighteenth-century painted toile wall

sconce in the entry and perfectly complements the

“Porphyry Pink” walls, above right.  V A corner of

the living room draws interest with a nineteenth-

century French oil and a handsome commode by

Stefan Boudin for Maison Jansen, c. 1950, left.

“Babouche” was chosen for the walls for its deep,

sunlight color during the day and its even deeper

candlelight quality at night.  V Detail of an English

Regency bench in the entry hall and an eighteenth-

century gilded mirror, highlighted against the rosy

“Porphyry Pink” walls, facing.
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